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1 COMING OUT BOOKLET
DES 224, Chris North 

This booklet takes a lighthearted humorous approach to the journey of 
coming out. With playful illustrations and inviting design, it appeals to 
queer readers and allies alike. Includes a coming out card as well as a 
button and sticker. 
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2 MAD MAX FILM FEST
DES 254, Precious Bugarin

This catalog takes an editorial look at the Mad Max franchise in a film 
festival format. The program balances the beauty and chaos featured 
in the movies by combining gritty pencil textures with clean defined 
type. Created for lifelong fans, movie buffs, and newbies alike.
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3 CLOSET COMPENDIUM
DES 255, Robert Franklin

Closet Compendium, created using Adobe XD, is an app prototype 
that catalogues and illustrates the data collected from an entire week 
of outfits. The data is shown through a series of organizational pages 
as well as user-friendly info-graphics. This app is geared towards the 
fashion community and those who are interested in behavior tracking. 
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Closet Compendium app logo 
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4 POLITICAL ANIMALS
DES 210, Walker Cahall

A series of twelve cards detailing non-human political figures from 
around the world. Inspired by historical political campaigns, this serves 
as an educational activity to learn about some of the lesser known facts 
of history. Made for the history buff or animal lover. 
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5 BEYOND AN ACCESSORY
DES 290, Briar Levitt

Beyond an Accessory is an annotated bibliography highlighting the 
importance of the use of buttons in the Gay Liberation Movement. 
A zine-like format was used to reflect the handmade method used 
in many of the protest buttons and ephemera. The target audience 
includes queer individuals as well as designers who are interested in 
the history of pinbacks. 
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6 PATHOS INSTAGRAM
Client work, in collaboration with Harrison Gerard and Shea Satterlee

Pathos Literary Magazine is a student run publication. Weekly social 
media updates as well as promotional posters are made to engage PSU 
students and literary lovers. In collaboration with Harrison Gerard and Shea 
Satterlee, these are done with a set color palette and guidelines, as well as 
the use of brand assets.
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7 RISO BRANDING
DES 255, Robert Franklin

A vibrant exhibit branding dedicated to the art and process of the 
Risograph. Includes several deliverables such as a post card set and
enamel pins. Made to attract families, arts and crafts fans, and artists. 
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Initial Brainstorming

I chose ten topics that personally spoke to me. I then researched 
to see if there were any pre-existing exhibits based on the topic, 
and took quick notes about each concept to keep track of my 
thought process.

PROCESS
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Initial moodboard – Soviet Space Dogs

Initial moodboards
Before immediately landing on a topic, I wanted to distill my group of ideas into three 
main concepts that interested me. Thus, I created moodboards that could help me and 
my peers determine what would be the best option for my exhibit.

Initial moodboard – Victorian Food Packaging
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Wordmark sketches and descriptive words – Soviet Space Dogs
I used Soviet imagery and type to influence these sketches.

Wordmark sketches and descriptive words – Victorian Food Packaging
For these sketches, I focused on the Victorian aspect of the topic.
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Refined moodboard
I wanted to put an emphasis on the immersive aspect of my concept, which 
is why I included more environmental photos in my refined moodboard, 
while still keeping the bright colors associated with the Riso.

Initial moodboard – RISO
After exploring several avenues for topics, I decided on the Risograph 
because of its’ vibrant and fun nature. 
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Primary sketches Notes and mind maps

I had the idea to link a riso ink color to a zodiac sign to create 
postcards that appealed to the audience by creating a personal 
connection with the merchandise.
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Wordmark sketches and descriptive words 
I wanted to highlight the quirky and imperfect nature of the Riso in 
the wordmark, as well as potentially including related imagery such 
as the ink drum of even the printer itself.

Initial digital wordmark explorations
These were done digitally to be able to quickly iterate as well as 
utilize effects to mimic Riso printing. I also played around with the 
use of ink drum imagery, however, ultimately decided it did not 
work for the wordmark format.
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Additional wordmark explorations
After finishing the first digital iterations, there was a general 
consensus that the logo needed to be hand-lettered. So I made 
several iterations of hand-lettered wordmarks. 

Chosen wordmark color explorations
I decided to go with this version. This design featured legible yet fun 
lettering as well as a small expressive shape that was used to overlap 
and utilize halftones. With these, the logo was able to easily convey 
the spirit of the Riso.
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Deliverables and exhibit sketches
I wanted this exhibit to first and foremost be a fun experience. 
This is why I sketched several details that would make the exhibit 
interactive for people of all ages.
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Enamel pin sketches and initial mock-ups
I chose to make an enamel pin because of their recent popularity 
and collectible nature. By creating an ink drum pin, the attendees 
from the exhibit could have an easy recognizable keepsake as well 
as advertise the museum by wearing the pin.

Revised enamel pin packaging
I realized that the initial packaging was very bland and didn’t quite 
feel cohesive with the rest of my branding. So instead I used the 
ink drum imagery from the exhibit and used halftones to create 
eye-catching backgrounds that also related to the pin.
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WRITING SAMPLE
When approaching this project, I immediately knew I 
wanted to create an exhibition that had an emphasis 
on interaction. After creating several initial concepts, 
including Soviet Space Dogs and Victorian Food 
Packaging, I eventually decided to focus my project 
on the Risograph. This option presented the most 
possibility in terms of creative direction as well as 
overall interaction. It also allowed for a wide audience 
range and accessibility, with no prior knowledge of the 
topic required to enjoy the exhibit. 
 The Risograph is best known for its vibrant colors 
and crafty roots. It allows for mass duplication and 
brings along “imperfections” that make the printed 
pieces personable. This entire exhibit was designed 
with these connotations in mind. The logo was made 
to reflect the Risograph, not only in the word, but 
also the imagery. Being completely hand-drawn, the 
lettering helps to bring the playful essence of the 
exhibit into one wordmark. This is also aided by a swirl-
like shape, which adds a creative touch. Both variations 
use half-tones to create overlapping colors. By playing 
with overprints of the three main colors, fluorescent 
pink, yellow, and a dark variation of cornflower blue,
the palette effectively grows from three to five. 
The subtitle font, Farm New Bold, is playful as well, 

with very round and soft terminals and several funky 
features such as the incomplete loop on the G.
 The postcards were created with the intent to 
be purchased individually or as a set presented in 
a coordinated box. The doodle-like style – featured 
in these as well as the rest of the exhibit – was used 
to evoke the spirit of the Risograph, being very 
hand-drawn and textured. This also made the pieces 
accessible to any age range. The color choice, which 
was selected by researching some of the most popular 
and well-known Riso inks, create a lively environment 
and are echoed by the deliverables. Enamel pins are 
small and collectible, thus being a great product to 
have at any gift store. These also work to advertise the 
exhibit, by being an accessory that is likely to be worn 
in public. The enamel pins featured in this project are 
heavily linked to the rest of the exhibit, including
 half-toned versions of the “life-size” ink drum case 
wall, as well as utilizing the logo and subtitle font. 
Together these elements created a vibrant, playful 
environment that allowed people of all ages to come 
and learn about the Risograph, as well as take home 
a piece of their experience.
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